Take a look at the following tutorials! Pick and choose based on:

a) directions that look familiar to you
b) may help with creating an idea for a transformation
c) look like fun!

This is self-directed, and you may help each other!

**Good For Distorting Teeth:**
https://www.ephotozine.com/article/photoshop-tutorial--vampire-teeth-4872

**Veins, Scars and Terrible Skin (Pick and choose, there's a lot of steps!):**
http://www.photoshopstar.com/effects/turn-a-portrait-into-a-zombie/

**Horns, Rhino Ears and Tough Textures for Skin:**
http://design.tutsplus.com/tutorials/how-to-create-a-mythical-creature-photo-manipulation--psd-6369

**Cat Ears (Video Tutorial- start around the 11:00 to cut to the chase):**
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiF8hEPMFdM